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1. Congratulations on the release of your first book: “ONESHOT. ONELIFE. - The Ultimate Success 

Formula To Help You Win At Anything In Life”. Tell us the story behind bringing this book to life. 

2. You really help people focus on making a powerful change in their lives in the areas of Money, 
People, Faith, Work and Health using The Ultimate Success Formula. What are the 5 principles of 
that formula? 

3. Which of the five principles you teach about do you consider to be one of the most important? 

4. I noticed that you use the word Priorities instead of Goals in the book. Why? 

5. What if someone has a dream that they want to pursue, can you use The Ultimate Success 
Formula to achieve it? 

6. The book is an amazing resource that walks the reader through step-by-step in how to implement 
The Ultimate Success formula in their lives. Will you share with us the format of the book and what 
the reader can expect? 

7. Throughout the book you weave in the powerful story of how you and your wife Tammie mended 
your strained relationship using The Ultimate Success Formula. Would you briefly share your story 
with us? 

8. Can kids and teens use The Ultimate Success Formula to pursue their hopes and dreams too? 

9. What is your hope for the biggest impact your book will have on people’s lives? 

10. How can we get our hands on a copy of the book? 

11. What else do you offer people through your website at OneShotOneLife.com that our audience can 
utilize to help be successful in every area of their life?  

12. You are also a very motivational and life-changing speaker. How can someone get in contact with 
you to have you come speak to their business, group, or organization, OR, bring you in to present 
your ONESHOT. ONELIFE. – Ultimate Success Formula Seminar? 
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